
 

 

 

    

      

                                       

 
  
         

    
 

 

         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 6 
Teacher – Mrs Ward 

HLTA – Mrs Frost 

Teaching Assistant – Mrs Prestwich 

 

If you have any concerns about your child’s 

wellbeing or progress, please do not hesitate to 

see me.  

 

Also, if you have any questions about the 

curriculum, school trips, homework, etc. please 

speak directly to me so that I can clarify any 

points for you. 

 

 

Other information 
Friday PE lessons with PE Partner coaches.  

PE kits should be in school all week as we will 

have other PE sessions. 

Friday - Homework due, spelling tests & 

homework diaries signed by parents. 

Uniform - Please ensure all uniform, including 

coats, pumps and shoes are labelled with 

your child’s name. 

Bags - School book bags only please as the 

cloakroom becomes very congested and 

dangerous with large bags 

 

 

RE 
We continue our topic Called to Serve in the Kingdom of God. The children will learn what justice is and how we are called to 

work for it.  We will learn about prophets who spoke out against injustice and how God calls all of us to speak out about 

injustice.  We will learn about individuals who have been persecuted for speaking out and reflect on the cost of commitment. 

 

English 
We will continue to use Romeo and Juliet as a stimulus for formal writing.  We will explore the idea of the families at war 

and how this impacted on Romeo and Juliet. We will write in role as Juliet to ask her father to make her own decision about 

who she should marry. This will be tricky as the relationship between daughter and father would usually be more informal 

but the style of writing will need to be suitably formal for the style of Shakespeare and era. 

 

We will also be using War Horse which is a powerful text to engage writing. We will be revisiting the difference between 

coordinating and subordinating conjunctions and how to punctuate sentences which include these. We will practise 

manipulating sentence openers to add variety to writing. We will also polish up our skills using apostrophes, inverted commas 

and punctuation for parenthesis. Nearer Christmas, our writing will be closely linked to RE and history where we will write in 

role as soldiers from WW1 who experienced peace on Christmas Day. I can’t wait! 

 

 

 

 

Theme: War & Justice 

Autumn Term 2 2019 

 

 

Mathematics 
Year 6 will cover the following areas in maths - parallel, perpendicular, intersecting lines, missing angles, percentages of 

amounts, convert % into fractions and decimal numbers, word problems involving % of amounts, equivalent fractions, 

simplifying fractions, ordering fractions, adding  and subtracting fractions with the same and different denominators and 

mixed numbers, multiplying simple pairs of proper fractions writing the answer in its simplest form, dividing fractions and 

finding percentages. The children will also do regular arithmetic practise in short bursts to keep their mental skills and 

their written methods developing nicely. Work on times tables is still needed unfortunately to avoid silly errors and improve 

speed so please keep supporting with this at home as these should have been cracked by the end of Y4!  
 

       Art & DT 
In art, Year 6 will be developing their drawing skills by using a variety of techniques to add interesting effects like shadows 

and reflections and how to depict movement and perspective. They will also use collage skills to create interesting effects. 

All art work will be linked to the war and I’m sure the children will achieve some very engaging pieces. In DT, the children 

will work on being able to achieve a wider range of stitching techniques, aiming to not only join fabric but to give it an 

overall pleasing effect.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PE 
This half-term year 6 will be working on their shooting skills to be able to react to footballs served at different heights. 

The will so work on their control in tennis by performing different shots with different powers and target areas. They will 

work on improving their passing skills in basketball and anticipation skills in netball. They will also work on their shooting 

skills in dodge ball by incorporating fakes, delays and aiming for legs and feet. The children will also have weekly dance 

lessons where they are currently working on musical theatre dance and some elements of ballet. 

 
 

Science 
In science the children will be learning about electricity. They will learn how to draw circuits, experiment changing 

components in circuits and being able to look at diagrams of circuits to explain if they will work or not. They will make a 

circuit to make a torch work for the soldiers in the trenches. The children will learn about conductors and insulators.  In 

addition to this, the children’s scientific investigation skills and their ability to write up experiments will be further 

developed. They did a nice job of this at the end of autumn 1 so I’m looking to develop this further now and see increased 

independence too. We will investigate the impact on the size of craters created by different size bombs and their location 

when launched - ball bearings! One final big area for the children to work on is using scientific vocabulary in their 

explanations – we will work on this orally first so that this supports them when it comes to the writing stage. 
 

 

Homework 
In response to parent and pupil feedback from previous years, not all homework will be online. 

 

 Weekly Mathletics tasks  

 Occasional SPAGonline tasks 

 Reading 5 times per week for 15 minutes minimum but longer is preferable to build reading stamina – this must be recorded in their 

diaries in the following way: name of book and pages read (e.g. pg. 24 to 41). 

 Paper research projects as set 

Topic & Computing 
The children were keen to learn about WW1 and around Armistice Day is perfect timing to develop our history skills within 

such a powerful topic. The children will start with developing their chronology skills. They will learn about Armistice Day. 

They will use sources of evidence to deduce information about the past and improve their inference and deduction skills. We 

will start this initially just using pictures as a source and think about what we can see, what we think and then what we 

wonder. The children will also learn about trench warfare and the role of animals in war which they usually find really 

interesting. They will also learn about the attitudes towards women at this time and the role of women in the Great War. 

Finally, we will learn about propaganda and look at examples and their impact. Computing skills will be incorporated into topic 

work where the children will use Keynote App to communicate effectively with a wide range of effects. 

Ways to Help Your Child 

Please ensure your child has plenty of downtime! They will be working hard and will need time to relax straight after school. 

Please encourage your child to manage their own home/school diary – they should complete it, not you! This is an essential 

skill needed for Y7 and now is the time for the children to become independent.  As part of their reading habit, please 

encourage your child to read a wide range of texts as reading skills transfer to history, science, etc. and your child will be 

better prepared and successful at secondary school in non-core areas if they have been exposed to variety and enjoy 

reading.  

Please also ensure your child is an expert in times tables to 12x12. This includes division facts too!  

 

PSHE 
The children will learn about feelings of being out and about in the local area with increasing independence. They will learn 

about recognising and responding to peer pressure, not only when out and about, but also when they are using social media to 

communicate. They will revisit the impact and consequences of inappropriate online communication and learn about the 

consequences of anti-social behaviour including gangs and gang related behaviour. 

 

 

 
Music 

In music, the children have really enjoyed using different percussion instruments to create Samba rhythms and this has 

taken longer than anticipated so they will continue with this but extend to composing their own lyrics. They will also learn 

about the history of Blues music and develop their song writing skills. Year 6 will also practise and perform playing the ukulele, 

recorder and chime bars using a variety of 8 note pieces. They will also learn about music associated with the war era and the impact of 

music on that period in time. 


